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The Poem of Parmenides “Concerning Nature”


Translated by Juan & Maria Balboa

The Worthy Mares that were carrying me , as far as to my Hearts-desire ,
’ 

when once Escorting me , mounted upon The Spiritual Road that Abounds in Legends
’
by Leading one who Sees/Knows The Light , is carried throughout All (Just & unJust) Cities .

’
Thereupon , being carried ;


For There , The Much-Discerning , Galloping Mares , bore me in my Chariot


whileMaidens Led the way .

’
While from Her blazing axle (being urged round by two wheels on either side)

’(
came-forth a Pans-pipe shrill ,


The Maidens of The Sun , at that time


having left The Realms of Night , Prevailed by throwing far back Their Veils with Their Hands ,
(

to Escort me , rapidly toward The Light of Day .


Just then on The Journey , there appeared The Gates of Night and Day ,


although They have both , a Stone lintel and threshold ;
’ 

yet The Doors are Fully-made of a Mighty Ethereal Ousia ;


and The Doors have Bolts that alternate Retributive-JUSTICE-Redemptive .


Surely then by having Expressed Themselves Roundly , The Maidens Pierced through with


That Freshly-Plowed Introduction , To Gently-Persuade (Her) ,
()

To throw back the locking-bolt from The Gates .


But as The Doors flew back on their hinges ,


(being made secure to all-brazen turning axels , being pinned in alternate ‘hub-pipes’) ,


a Narrow-Opening , flew open :
(not-wide) ’ 

Thus , through That Opening having been made for large vehicles ,
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‘’ ’
The Maidens Themselves Led a straight course , that my Chariot and Mares followed .


The Goddess


then Received me withWilling-Mind , and taking my hand in Her Right Hand ,

’() 
then Proclaimed the following Oracular Speech to me:


" O Prepared-Youth ,


Joined with , Immortal Charioteers ,


and The Worthy Mares , that bring you , to Our Abode !


Welcome! Seeing that it is No evil fate that has Pre-Escorted you back-again upon This Journey,
’ 

(For it is ThatWhich exists Outside of the beaten-paths of human-beings) ,
’ 

but Order and Justice .

Thus , it is Necessary , that you Enquire into All Subjects/Cities/Souls :
() 

on the one hand ,


"The Unshaken Heart of Well-Rounded Truth"


and on the other ,

the opinions of mortal beings , in which there exists no Real Trust/True Belief/Right Opinion .


Well-Rounded Truth

human opinions Right Opinion


For it is Necessary , that you should nevertheless learn this also ,
’

that the appearances be tested :


Through All ways from Every side , just as they are ."


Fragment 1
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Come then ,
’

If you will but listen toMy Oracle and take heed of It ,


Then , for my part , I will Enlighten you :
’Intellection

For there are certainly not , two roads , which offer themselves to Intellectual-Perception .


For on the one hand , in so far as , IT IS ,


and is not possible , that IT not-be ,


Is , is The Sound Road of Trustworthiness ,


(For it Necessarily-Attends upon THE TRUTH) .
() ,

For surely , on the other hand ,
’

that IT is not ,


and that not-being ,must Be ;


of the two , that is a path without landmarks for all your enquiries to grasp ;


for indeed , neither can you be cognizant , of that which is not ,


(For it is not possible)


nor , can it be shown/pointed-out .


Fragment 2
Intellectually Perceive , in a Steadfast Manner


THAT which , though far away , is nevertheless PRESENT .

’
For it is impossible to cut off that which possesses BEING from BEING :


neither does IT completely scatter ITSELF into The Entire Kosmos , nor then reunify .


Fragment 4

For to Intellect and also to Be are THE SELF .


Fragment 3
Thus , toME It does not matter at what juncture , I Begin
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For in any case , I will Properly Return Again to THAT which IS .


 Fragment 5
It is Necessary


both to Say and to Think


that BEING , IS ,
’

For it is indeed possible to exist ,


But non-existence , is in no way possible :
’

Now I urge you to consider the following :
’

I Preclude your Inquiry from the first of these two roads ;
’

along which path , mortals , even now wander far and wide , ignorantly ,
’

with divided and wandering thoughts ;


for , of themselves , being directly responsible for their impotence ,


thus being blown like useless chaff , resembling the blind and dazed .


There are crowds of them , without Discernment ,


who customarily believe that both to be and not to be


are the same and not the same ,


and thus , that All , is in a journey of movement-and-counter-movement .


Fragment 6

For , Never-at-all , shall this be proven (tamed-broken-bridled-yoked) ;


That not-being , exists :


Thus , keep your Inquiring Mind from that path .
’’

Do not let custom , by way of overwhelming daily habits ,


force your eye to be aimless and your ear and tongue to be echoes ;


but let your Logos Decide/Discern


this much-disputed question
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Flowing-out ofMy-Self .


Fragment 7
Therefore , there yet remains , The Singular Legendary Road ;

’
That which IS :


Thus , on This Road ,
’ 

There are very many Landmarks ;
’’

that , BEING Is Unbegotten and Indestructible ,


and also Uniquely Whole and Perfectly Still :


IT neither “Was ” , at any time ,
’

nor “Will-be” ;
’

Since IT Simply IS


UNITEDLY-ALTOGETHER-ONE-HOMOGENEOUS-NOW ;


Then how , could you go about Investigating ,


“The Birth” of SELF ?


For from what source , in what way , could BEING have “arisen-into-being” ?


Neither shall I allow you
’’

to say nor to think (of BEING)


as arising out of non-being ;


for it is absolutely impossible


to rationally express or think


that non-existence “is” .


For starting from absolutely nothing ,
’

what indeed could have , Dutifully Impelled ,


IT’s Being-Produced


later rather than sooner ?
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Fragment 8 : 1-10
(Why later ? Second thoughts ? Indecision ?

Why at all ? If indeed starting from the impossibly absolute nothing ?JFB)
Thus in this way , out of Necessity


BEING either IS , Absolutely ,


or IT “Is-not” .


The Sound-Power of Trustworthiness


Will not in any way Allow us to Recognize

’
That anything arises from


BEING , besides SELF .

’ 

For The Sake Of which ;


JUSTICE neither loosens HER Bonds


(to Allow IT) to come-into-being nor to-be-destroyed ,
’ 

But Maintains Them , Unchangeable .
’

Thus , The Decision concerning these matters ,


must be made in the following way :
’ :

IS ,


or , “is-not” .


But ,
’

on the one hand , It has been Decided , in every way ,


so as to be Necessary ,


that whatsoever path is “unthinkable-inexpressible”


(is then , not a True Road) ,


but on the other hand , The Alternative Road
’

in so far as It Is The Road of BEING , It is also TRUE .
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Fragment 8 : 11-18

How then , could That which IS ,
’

belong-to-the-future ?


How then , could IT, come-to-be ?
’

For if IT was-coming-to-be ,
’

or if it were going-to-be-in-the-future ;
’

then at some time , IT is not .


In this way , on the one hand , generation is extinguished ,


and on the other hand , death/destruction is not-heard-of .


Fragment 8 : 19-25
Moreover , IT IS IMMOVEABLE ,


Being-Contained in Great Bonds ;


thus IT IS without ever stopping ,


since generation and destruction


have been driven very far-away , rejected by True Belief .

’

Remaining The Same , and In The Same
’ 

IT Rests in Accordance to ITSELF
’

so in this way , IT Remains , there-on-that-spot , Firmly-Established :


ForMasterful Necessity ,Maintains IT , Within The Bonds of LIMIT ,


that Enclose IT , All-Round :


On which account , Lawful-Right does not Allow ,


that BEING


be imperfect .


Thus , IT IS , in-need-of-nothing :
’
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For should-IT-be-in-need-of-anything-at-all , IT would need everything .


Fragment 8 : 26-33

Thus on the one hand , Intellection is The Same , as THAT
’

on account of which , there is Intellectual-Perception


For you will not discover , in that which has been expressed ,


Intellection that exists without BEING :


For there is not now , nor will there be


nothing other ,


besides , BEING .


Indeed , in as much as , Fate
’

Has Bound IT


so as to Remain
’

WHOLLY IMMOVABLE .


But on the other hand , there exists
all that mortals have named ,

’
accepting it in confidence ,


as if it were , “Real” ;


coming-to-be and perishing ,


existence and non-existence ,


supposing a continual alteration ,


to change place and shape .



Fragment 8 : 34-41
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But since IT IS


THE FARTHERMOST LIMIT ,


(BEING) has been brought to FULLFILLMENT ,


Like the mass of aWell-Rounded Sphere ,


Equally-Balanced


from All Quarters , in Every Direction ,


from The Center :


For clearly , it is Necessary


that BEING should be


neither greater in any way , nor smaller in any way ,


here or there .


Inasmuch as


There is no , non-existence


that could stop IT


from Reaching out SINGLE-MINDEDLY .


Nor could BEING ,
’

exist in such a way , so that IT would


be more here , but less there ;
’

Since IT IS ALL SECURE from violation/profanation !


For IT IS EVERYWHERE


EQUAL ,


in-so-much-as , IT HITS THE EXACT TRUTH ,


Within ITS LIMITS .
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Fragment 8 : 42-49

In this that follows , I cease ,


My Trustworthy Logos to you ,


ConcerningWell-Rounded True Intellection ,


but on the other hand , Learn ,
’

about the opinions of mortals , as you listen


to the beguiling fashion ofMY words :


by having been habitually-inclined to set-up to name


two thought-forms


-in which , they have wandered (from The Road) –
- -

For one of the two ,


must not be so-named .


Thus , having decided that the forms
’

are opposite ,


and possess properties/symbols/signs ,
’

which set them apart from each other .
’

On the one hand , there is The Blazing-Fire of The Upper Air ,


Being Gentle , Quite-Rarified , In-Every-Way Identical with Itself ;
’

and on the other hand , there is the other , in no way Identical to That :
’

but exists as Its complete-opposite : the unknowing night ; a form , dense and ponderous .
’

I shall tell you , all about this supposed arrangement ,


as mortals think of it ,


in order that your understanding


of such matters ,
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may in no way be surpassed (by theirs) .


Fragment 8 : 50-61
Then , since all things have indeed been named Light and night


according to their own powers about and in them ,


everything is filled-full of Homogeneous Light and of indistinguishable night ,


equally

of both ,


since neither of them


possesses anything in common


with the other .


Fragment 9
For Those , Between The More-Full


Being-Filled with Pure-Unmixed Fire ;

 ,
but over those filled with night ,

’
were then set in motion That Allotment of The Blaze :

 :
Those Spirits ,

Who Govern All ,


Thus Being in Their Midst .
 :

For The Realm of Spirit Governs


in All


Laborious Childbirths

and Love-Unions ,


arranging female to mix with male and the opposite arrangement in turn ; male with female .

’’ 
Fragment 12

Thus on the one hand , The Very First of all THE GODS ,


Skillfully Brought-Forth EROS .
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Fragment 13

Then , you shall see ,
’RepI-338-b8)

both The Nature of The Upper -Air ,


in All Its Ethereal Symbols
’

and The Unseen Works
’

of The Bright-Holy


Lamp of The Sun


And from Whence


They Came into Being .


And you shall Learn


The Nature


Of The Revolving Moon


And Her Circular Works .


Then , you shall also behold


Heaven ,


Maintaining All-Round ,

From Thence ,

And also how


Necessity ,


Bound IT ,


Leading IT , so as to Guard


The Limit

’
of The Stars
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Fragment 10

In what manner Earth and Sun


and This Ethereal Milk of The Moon common to all ,


And Heaven and The Uppermost Olympus
’

and This Thermal Force of The Stars , Arose to Be .
’

Fragment 11
As The Night-Light


Revolves Around The Earth


She is Caught , by the Light


of Another .


Fragment 14

By Always Earnestly-Gazing


towards The Rays


of The Sun


Fragment 15
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For in this way just as in the much-wandering musical-tones


the mind of man should be allowed , in every case ,
?’

to have charge of The Musical-Blending :


Thus that is the very thing which , in all men and on all occasions is the same case :


Being-Sound-Minded (Being-Well-Disposed) is having


The Musical Tones According to Nature .


For The Fullness (of Nature)


is Thought .


Fragment 16

Whenever male and female
cum virgue femmina

mix together
miscent

in sowing the seeds of Aphrodite
germina Veneris

into one characteristic form ,
in unius formam

if the potential power from the mixing of different blood-lines ,
Virtus ex diverso sanguine

is subject to the proper mixture ,
servans temperiem

it will fashion a well-disposed being .
fingit bene condita corpora .

But if there is hostility
at si pugneut

between the seminal potential powers that intermingle ,
semine virtutes permixto
so that they do not produce

nee faciant
a Unity
unam
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in the newly mixed being ,
in permixto corpore

then the growing seed that will be born
gemino semine sexum nascentum
will be unfavorably-perturbed .

dirae vexabiint
Fragment 18

In this way according to common opinion


so it is now , and from here ,


afterwards , once having reached maturity , it will come to an end .
’

Thus to each thing ,
’ 

mankind has assigned a distinctive mark ,
’ ’

Fragment 19

To the right , youths , but to the left , maidens .


Fragment 17

10 May 2005
9 Feb 2017
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